Abstract The higher spin symmetry for both Dirac and Majorana massless free fermionic field models are considered. An infinite Lie algebra which is a linear realization of the higher spin extension of the cross products of the Virasoro and affine Kac-Moody algebras is obtained. The corresponding current algebra is closed which is not the case of annalogous current algebra in the WZNW model. The gauging procedure for the higher spin symmetry is given also. 6/93 †
Introduction
In the paper [1] , it was shown that the WZNW model admits the same symmetries O(N ) ⊗ O(N ), Virasoro and Kac-Moody on the classical level as (in the critical point) on the quantum level. A similar result was obtained in the papers [2] and [3] where the gauged fermionic model and the gauged WZNW model were considered. In the last few years, higher spin extensions of the Virasoro algebra were under intensive considerations (for a complete list of references see [4] ). Recently, the higher spin extended symmetries for the nonabelian free massive Majorana fermionic model have been investigated in the papers [5] and [6] . The corresponding current algebra contains the W ∞ current algebra as a subalgebra. A similar problem was considered in Ref. [7] where it was shown that the classical WZNW model admits nonlinearly realized w ∞ symmetry, both linearly and nonlinearly realized W ∞ symmetry as well as linearly realized extended affine Kac-Moody symmetry. However, the current algebras which correspond to the latter symmetries (except the w ∞ ) are not closed. The later makes it impossible to gauge (see Refs. [8] and [9] ) these symmetries in the case of the WZNW model. Consequently, there arrises a difference between the nonabelian free fermionic model and the WZNW model on the extended symmetry level.
The main goal of the present article is to make a further clarification of the above mentioned difference between two-dimensional free fermionic model and the corresponding WZNW model. Here we investigate the higher spin extended symmetries for the nonabelian SO(N ), SL(N ) and SU (N ) free fermionic models in the Lagrangian approach. It is shown that all these symmetries admit gauging, because on both classical and quantum levels there is W ∞ symmetry as well as extended Kac-Moody symmetry whose currents form an invariant space. The latter and the results from [7] show that the nonabelian free fermionic model and the WZNW model are not equivalent on the higher spin symmetry level (see [5] , [6] , [7] and [10] ). The symmetries considered here are off-shell, however, the corresponding Noether currents are nonhermitean in the basis which is choosen for convenience. This nonhermitean form of the currents simplify the derivation of the Lie algebra in both the classical and quantum cases as well as the obtaining of the transformation laws for the gauge fields. Due to the fact that not all of the currents in the Majorana case are independent, there arises a symmetry of Stuckelberg type [9] . Moreover, in this nonhermitean basis the central terms are nondiagonal with respect to the conformal spin which means that the transition amplitudes between the states with different spins are nonzero, i.e. we are dealing with nonphysical basis. We note, that in this case the Lie algebra and the corresponding current algebra have more simple forms than the corresponding algebra in the physical basis (with diagonal central terms) [11] , [6] . The transition to the physical basis can be made by simple redefinition of the currents which induces trivial deformation of the Lie algebra as well as of the current algebra.
Classical free fermionic algebra
In order to show the difference between the WZNW model and the nonabelian free fermionic model we consider higer spin extension of the Virasoro and of the affine KacMoody algebras in the case of free complex fermionic realization. Higher spin extension of the O(N ) Kac-Moody algebra for the massive free Majorana spinor feild was obtained in Ref. [5] and [6] . In the present article we will show that this extension has a more simple form for the complex spinor fields than for the Majorana ones.
In the case of SU (N ) or SL(N, C) free fermionic model, we have a complex spinor field for which the free field action reads:
It is easy to verify that this action is off-shell invariant with respect to the following extended conformal and extended global (semilocal) nonabelian transformations: 
where
, the matrix generators t a are normalized by tr(t a t b ) = 2δ ab and is taken into account that the binomial coefficients m p = 0 for p > m. We note that for the derivation of (2.6) the identity
is used also. We remind, that this identity is satisfyied for the SU (N ) and SL(N, R) generators in fundamental representation but it is not saisfyied for the SO(N ) generators in the adjoint representation. This property of the SU (N ) generators makes its higher spin extension more simple than the higher spin extension of the SO(N ) algebra (see [5] and [6] ).
The Lie algebra (2.4) -(2.6) coincides with the obtained in [7] Lie algebra for SU (N ) WZNW model.
From (2.4) -(2.6) it follows that the extension of the SU (N ) (SL(N, C)) Kac-Moody algebra is not closed. To obtain a closed algebra we have to start with both Virasoro and Kac-Moody algebras, i.e. to consider the higher spin extension of the U (N ) (GL(N, C)) algebra.
The conserved Neother currents corresponding to (2.2) and (2.3) are given by:
These currens are written in a nonsymmetric form and therefore they are nonhermitean which leads to the appearance of nondiagonal central terms in the OPE. This form, however is more convenient for applications. A transition to more symmetric form of (2.2) and (2. 3) can be carried out by the following simple redefinition
This redefinition leads to a redefinition of the coresponding current
It is clear that the redefinition of the transformations leads to a deformation of the algebra (2.4) -(2.6) also. Under suitable choice of the coefficients C in (2.11) the algebra (2.4) coincides with the W ∞ algebra (see [11] ).
To demonstrate the difference with the WZNW model we will show that the classical currents (2.9) and (2.10) form an invariant space with respect to the transformations (2.2) and (2.3). Namely
In spite of the fact that the field transformation laws form the Lie algebra (2.4) -(2.6) which coincides whith those in the WZNW model, the current transformation laws are different. In the WZNW model the classical higher spin bilinear currents, except of w ∞ nonlinear currents, do not form a closed current algebra [7] which is not the case for the laws (2.13) and (2.14).
We note, that from (2.13) it follows
which shows that if m > 0 the higher spin energy-momentum tensors and currents transform with respect to quasiprimary transformation law.
Free fermionic operator algebra
We find the quantum conserved currents from the classical ones (2.9) and (2.10) applying a suitable normal ordering prescription:
Following Schoutens et all. [12] we define
where Γ is a small countur arround the point z.
If we substituteψ = ψ in (3.1) we will obtain the Majorana fermion currents. In this case there arizes isotopic symmetric traseless tensor conserved current [6] 
The Dirac and Majorana spinor cases we consider separately.
Dirac spinor field
Applying the ordering prescription we obtain the singular terms of the operator product expansion of two currents (3.1):
From (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that nondiagonal central charges appear. In the same way we derive
and
Here the identity
where A is a constant matrix, is used essentially. This identity is a consequence of the Leibniz formula. It is easy to see that in the case k = l = 0 we obtain from (3.5)-(3.8)
the Virasoro -Kac-Moody operator algebra. For k = 0 and l > 0 the qusiprimary transformation laws for the quantum V and J are obtained.
The last terms of (3.5) and (3.8) show that the central terms are nondiagonal in the basis into consideration. Moreover, if the lowest spin is one then the central terms form a degenerate matrix.
Applying the operator product technique we derive quantum transformation laws:
The form of these laws coincide with the form of the corresponding classical laws (2.2) and (2.3). In the same way we can obtain the quantum transformation laws for the currents (2.9) and (2.10) which coincide with the corresponding classical transformation laws (2.13)-(2.15).
Majorana spinor field
In the case of Majorana spinor field applying the ordering prescription (3.1) we obtain the following singular terms in the product of two Majorana spinor currents:
The comparison of this formula with (3.5) allows to conclude that in the Majorana case addional terms appears. These terms are a consequence of the fact that for the Majorana fields there are extra pairings compared to the Dirak case. Further we obtain
where t ab are given by (3.4) and
(3.14)
We note that in the case of SO(3)-algebra t ab have the following simple form
Next we derive
Further we obtain also
Here the coefficients F and D are determined from the equation Applying the operator product technique we derive the following quantum transformation laws:
It is easy to check that these transformations are off-shell symmetry of the Majorana spinor action.
Gauging the extended affine symmetry
We consider also the problem of gauging the classical symmetry corresponding to the transformations (2.2) and (2. 
As we shall see below the gauge transformation laws in the case of SU (N ) fermionic model also have a more simple form than in the Majorana spinor model. We note also, that all the currents (2.9) and (2.10) are independent and consequently in the case of SU (N ) fermionic model the Stukelberg like symmetry [9] is abcent.
In order to gauge the SO(N ) nonabelian Majorana spinor theory we include a Noether coupling to the free field action (2.1):
where V, J a and J ab are the spinor field currents and A a , A ab and B are gauge fields (in chiral gauge). The transformation laws for the gauge filds we determine from the invariance of the total action with respect to local gauge transformations corresponding to (3.21). We note, that we obtain the current transformation laws from the singular terms of the OPE (3.11)-(3.13), (3.16), (3.17) and (3.19) applying the formulas:
obtain the following transformation laws for the gauge fields:
The remaining transformation laws have a similar form. We note that the nonzero nonhomogenious terms are only the following:
In the Majorana case as a concequence of (2.9), (2.10) and (3.9) only the even spin energy-momentum tensors, the even spin isotopic tensor currents and the odd spin currents are independent. This statement is a consequence of the Leibniz formula (3.9) from which we get The one-loop two-particle vertex function in the Dirac spinor case is given by:
cannot be gauged except the ordinary Virasoro-Kac-Moody symmetry which corresponds to m = n = 0. The latter shows that on higher spin level there is no equivalence between the nonabelian free fermionic model and the WZNW model.
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